Selective synthesis of Sb2S3 nanoneedles and nanoflowers for high performance rigid and flexible photodetectors.
Needle-like and flower-like antimony sulfide nanostructures were synthesized and applied for both rigid and flexible photodetectors. Rigid photodetectors based on both nanostructures have the features of linear photocurrent characteristics, low linear dynamic range and good sensitivity to light intensity. Especially, the rigid Sb2S3 nanoflowers photodetector has high photoresponse characteristics and its response time and decay time were found to be relatively fast as 6 ms and 10 ms respectively. The flexible Sb2S3 nanoflowers photodetector has high flexible, light-weight and adequate bendability with a response time of about 0.09 s and recovery time of 0.27 s. Our results revealed that the rigid and flexible photodetectors based on Sb2S3 nanostructures have great potential in next generation optoelectronic devices.